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im gleichen Sinne außerhalb des Curriculums steht. Im übrigen scheint mir, daß wir einen 
Fehler begehen, den Textkritiker oft bezüglich "Peripherem" und "Zentralem" begangen 
haben : Man geht von einem Archetypus aus und betrachtet das davon abhängige, weiter weg 
liegende, als peripher. In bezug auf "Peripherie" und "Zentrum" scheinen wir von Sphären 
zu sprechen, die der Zeitdimension bar sind. Wir sprechen davon, als ob es sich um eine 
Welt handle, in der sich nichts bewege. Dabei kommen in Wirklichkeit verschiedene Dinge 
zusammen, ein Zentrum bildet sich im Laufe der Zeit. Dann geht es weiter in diese oder 
jene Richtung, und es ist eine Zeitfrage, wo und wann sich ein neues Zentrum bildet. Mit 
anderen Worten: ich glaube, wir brauchen eine etwas dynamischere Betrachtungsweise. 
Leo Treitler: 
Mir scheint das Problem gerade umgekehrt zu liegen: d. h. wir hätten diese Konzepte nicht, 
wenn wir nicht dem Zeitkontinuum entlang gingen und einen Koordinationsort finden müßten . 
Es scheint mir, daß wir gewissermaßen "Peripherie" und "Zentrum" erfunden haben, damit 
wir um das eigentliche Problem herum kommen, aber das Jdappt eben nicht. 
Damit hatte die Diskussion zur allgemeinen Frage nach der Tauglichkeit der als Ausgangs-
punkt gewählten Kategorien geführt, die dann den Gegenstand des Schlußgesprächs bildeten 
(cf. infra, S. 158). 
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lt goes almost without saying that, whatever else it could be, the history of music is for 
the most part the history of style change. Such change can be described ("at this time, these 
were the prevalent stylistic features") or evaluated ("at this time, these were the most signi-
ficant features"); but many historians go beyond such assertions to create connections ("the 
thirteenth-century motet came from the discant clausula," "Machaut provided the model for 
rnuch of the composition of the later 14th century") according to plausible and commonly-
accepted categories of influence and imitation, which are specific forms of causation legiti-
mized by our common musical experience. This basic strategy permits the isolation of styl-
istic procedures or techniques which are apparently new. These novelties are sometimes 
attributed to the ingenuity of one man or of a school (thematic transformation to Liszt, dis-
cant clausulae to "Notre Dame" composers after Leoninus), sometimes to an inner logic of 
the style itself ("the chromatic harmony of the late 19th century was the seed of atonality"), 
sometimes to social or cultural change "outside" music ("the Empfindsamer Stil corresponds 
to a new image of human feeling"). A distinct emphasis on the first of these three modes of 
Innovation comes from two sources: the pervasive image of the individual composer as a 
creative and original genius (corresponding to an esthetic based on individual great works); 
and a desire to avoid arbitrary and undemonstrable hypotheses (as in the personification of 
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style), as well as dilettantish speculations hased on a naive, or at any rate inexpert under-
standing of social or cultural history. There is much to say in favour of a musical history 
in which the motive force comes from composers, specific works, or genres, and in which 
environmental factors (music theory, fashions in philosophy, technology of instrument-mak-
ing, efforts to align music with other arts, etc.) count only insofar as they are concretely 
manifested in musical works. Such subordination is even more strongly reflected in the de-
gree to which less specific environmental factors are held significantly accountable only for 
"lower" forma of music, e. g. , 19th-century domestic music, present-day popular music, 
17th-century run-of-the-mill ltalian monody. 
A major disadvantage of attributing innovation to composers and works is that we are easily 
led to avoid the question of the viability of an innovation, with respect either to the narrow 
circle of musicians, or to the wider one of listeners and consumers in general. If the con-
cept of innovation be not taken for granted, further analysis can be made at either end, so 
to speak, i. e. , with respect to the preconditions or to the after-effects. For example, one 
modern explanatory view of creativity (which is presumably only partly defined as innova-
tion) rests on a concept of conflict resolution and would have it that the artist creates in order 
to discharge or neutralize a contradiction in perception or feeling, one which must have a 
social component. At the other end, a social-anthropological view sees the basis for the ac-
ceptance of novelty in the ability to bring the new into line with the old, deforming the novelty 
and broadening the scope of traditional behavior at one and the same time. Both notions, the 
one focussing on the individual (the composer), the other on the collective (hie audience), 
can be verified to a degree in experience, but seem presumptuous as explanations of all mu-
sical phenomena. In neither case is there any explicit room for those responsible for the 
realization, performance, and dissemination of music of all sorts and "levels", i. e. singers 
and players of instruments. 
lt is obvious enough that for the approximately nine hundred years bet\\'.een the Western 
innovation of diastematic notation and the invention of sound recording, the written document 
and its author possessed one chief powerful advantage: that of action at a distance from a 
center. With the passage of time such action took a specific form: the ability to control the 
detailed behavior of a group of executants, thus justifying a view of music in which the indi-
vidual (because he innovates, commands, and preserves) has greater hierarchical importance 
than the thousands living or not yet living who follow bis instructions. In contrast, the pro-
duct of the musically non-literate performer before sound recording only takes shape in con-
crete and unmediated terms, between master and pupil, performer and audience. But the 
degree to which these distinctions hold for the Middle Ages is, to say the least, unclear, and 
has become a crucial issue for music historians. 
lt is all the more crucial for the French fourteenth century, when for the first time we can 
observe in some detail the apparent innovations of an individual composer - Guillaume de 
Machaut - and the activities of apparently highly-specialized professional secular singers 
and instrumentalists - whom we call minstrels by established custom. lt is not unreasonable 
to inquire, particularly in the light of the foregoing remarks, whether some important degree 
of interaction or acculturation between that musical giant and that group of performers and 
executants is not only conceivable, but demonstrable, either analytically or historically. 
Such considerations seem to me more than a restatement in language ä la mode of the old 
view which unde'.rstands Machaut as the synthesizer of a vanishing tradition of French mono-
phollic courtly song with the art polyphony of the thirteellth-celltury motet. (For more Oll 
this, see the concluding sectioll of this essay.) The differellce in point of view can be brought 
_out best, perhaps, by a few words Oll the specific ways in which the general topic of the sym-
posium ("Peripherie und Zentrum") seemed to me to connect with my concerns: 
1. The llOtioll of central (e. g., the thirteellth-century motet) and peripheral (e. g., dance 
music) style or genre, in which centrality is a function of adequate preservation of sources, 
continuity of style, and consistency of genre, together with the historical construct of a 
"mainstream ". 
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2. Sociological and geographical centrality in a quite literal sense, i. e., Paris as one kind 
of central place, the court as another. 
3. Centrality in the sense of fundamental musical structures which,when expanded, trans-
formed, decorated ("peripheral" techniques as it were), give rise to highly individualized 
musical compositions or performances. 
Most troubling to me in the course of the symposium was the degree to which an extremely 
specific model sharply distinguishing one kind of place or phenomenon (a center) from another 
(one or several peripheral places or phenomena) was accepted. I felt myself on the horns of 
a dichotomy which might be fundamentally inappropriate to the concrete historical or stylistic 
"situations" which we were attempting to interpret. I publicly wondered whether some tradi-
tional biological (organic, evolutionary, adaptive) or modern cybernetic or network model 
would help us to avoid problems arising more from the model than from the data. 
Be that as it may, the following observations on Parisian minstrelsy are clearly only a 
step (though I am not eure that the extant data will ever permit much more) in bridging the 
gap between historical evidence and interpretation, an exploration into that rough and swampy 
terrain between the concreteness of material remains and the intellectual certainty of History 
with a capital "H". 
The medieval population of Paris is generally supposed to have reached its peak sometime 
in the early fourteenth century, and to have comprised, depending on which historian you 
read, anywhere from 60, 000 to 200, 000 or more souls. None of the documenta used for 
estimating the population are unequivocal, and even such a matter as the inhabited area of 
the city is in doubt. We have, in any event, an order of magnitude which makes Paris, if 
not the most populous urban settlement of medieval Europe, at least in the very first rank, 
along with the great eitles of the South, Florence, Milan, Venice, and - somewhat earlier, 
in the period of Moslem rule - Cordoba. At this time, the second rank of eitles, with popu-
lations ranging from forty to sixty thousand, was exemplified by Ghent, Genoa, London, 
Montpellier, and Cologne. Such statements need tobe understood, tobe sure, in the light 
of the porlation of the wider regions of which eitles are the focus, and of urbanization in 
general. 
At Paris the university population was considerable, perhaps as high as 10, 000, and there 
may have been several thousand regular clergy in the many monasteries of the city. The 
royal households and other administrative personnel comprised in the neighborhood of a 
thousand, a number which would be increased by those in the service of nobles and bishops 
maintaining residences in Paris. To even approximately analyze the remaining majority of 
the population is impossible, especially with respect to the number of unskilled laborers 
and transients. Although it is sometimes assumed that such groups were insignificant in the 
towns of medieval Europe, this opinion seems to be more a matter of deduction from prin-
ciples than estimation from data. 
The only documents which permit a discussion of secular musicians in Paris circa 1300 
are six registers from between 1292 and 1313, called 'livres de la taille' . These are tax 
rolls of a special sort, drawn up in conjunction with extraordinary levies by the French 
crown. For each parish and for each street within each parish, they record the names of 
those subject to the tax, the amount of their assessment, andin a majority of cases their 
trade or craft. The number of persons subject to the "taille" varied from a maximum of 
around 15, 000 in 1292 to a mere 6, 000 in 1313. While it is clear that no nobles or clerks 
(including students) were enrolled, the other criteria for inclusion or exemption are un-
known. 
Be that as it may, the following stat1stics with respect to musicians (including possible 
makers of instruments) have been extracted from the four registers which have been published 





1292 1296 1297 1313 
Total Names (approx.) 15,000 6,000 10,000 6,000 
Total residing in the 
rue aus Jugleors 60 15 37 17 (15) 
Musicians residing in the 
rue ·aus Jugleors 7 4(5) 8 0 
Total Musicians 19 12 (13) 22 (23) 11 
The rue aus Jugleors (l have adopted one of many possible spellings) was a short street 
leading off the rue Saint-Martin to the east, not far south of the wall of Philippe-Auguste. 
lt is documented as early as 1225 and was for many centuries a focus for certain activities 
of Parisian minstrels. 3 
Figure 1 shows the approximate residences of all of the mustcians in the four published 
'livres de la taille' whose location l can establish, largely on the basis of Albert Lenoir' s 
street map, drawn according to G~raud's research. While some streets may be incorrectly 
identified, the general location within parishes is accurate. 4 On my map, the rue aus Jugleors 
is shown by the large clump of residences located about mid-way between the churches of 
Saint-Merry and Saint-Nicolas. 
Returning to the table, a few comments are in order. Of the 60 taxables residing in the rue 
aus Jugleors in 1292 only 23 are designated as to trade, with a similar proportion in 1296. 
In 1297 and 1313, however, approximately three-quarters are so designated. We can not 
assume, in the light of this kind of variance, that some of the 37 undesignated persons of 
the 1292 register must have been musicians, nor can we easily interpret the apparent ab-
sence of musicians in 1313. lt should be pointed out that craft designations, or their absence, 
are unreliable in another way. For example, the Giles de Bourc l'Abb~ of 1292 (and absent 
from the 1296 register) is labelled "jugleeur" only in 1297. 
There are other anomalies. None of the four players of the citole ("citoleeurs") recorded 
as living on the Left Bank in 1292 are found subsequently, and, indeed, in the relatively 
extensive list of 1297 there are no citoleeurs at all. 
As to the relationship to the other trades, one observes that the 19 musicians of 1292 are 
considerably fewer than the 42 butchers, 95 carpenters, and 366 shoemakers, and approxi-
mately equal to the 21 fire-wood sellers or 16 metal button-makers, without knowing whether 
the differences and similarities reflect real proportions in the population or economic stand-
ing. 
One particularly disconcerting aspect of the 'livres de la taille' is the very great apparent 
turn-over in the population of the rue aus Jugleors. If we compare 1292 and 1297, when the 
number of taxpayers or the thoroughness of the tax-collectors was roughly comparable, we 
find that only 9 (including 5 musicians) of the original 60 appear among the 37 residente in 
1297. We should hardly be surprised, then, to find among the 17 names of 1313 no old ac-
quaintances from 1297. Possibly the lack in continuity between the 1321 and 1343 documenta 
concerning the minstrels' chapel and hospital (see Table 2) is comparable: none of the orig-
inal 37 minstrels of 1321 are to be found in the shorter list of 1343. A general mobility of 
population has been observed in a number of different situations by social and economic 
historians of the Middle Ages. 5 While such mobility would decrease the chances of finding 
a documented name in subsequent years, it perhaps lends increased significance to the re-
currences which do exist. In any event, the cherished notion that minstrels were, by long-
standing custom, more mobile than other groups is not supported by the observations above. 
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As tempting as it is to view the rue aus Jugleors as an original center of residence from 
which there was a diffusion into other regions of the city, neither the statistics nor the map 
based on the 'livres de la taille' support it by revealing a pattern of gradual expansion. That 
is, those minstrels - in the maJority, it should be remembered - not residing in the rue 
aus Jugleors do not appear to represent an overflow into the immediate vicinity. Rather they 
are scattered over the city, with none resident on the Ile de la Cit6, and relatively few on 
the Left Bank. Such a distribution is not out of line with assumed relative populations of the 
three main divisions of Paris, on the order of 6:1:2. 
ls the proportion of musicians to taxables in the 'livres de la taille' - from a maximum 
of circa 1:500 in 1297 to circa 1:800 in 1292 - at all reasonable? What might be our criterion 
of reasonability? The most directly comparable situation, with respect to the size of the 
city and nature of the listings, known to me is a census of hearths made for Barcelona in 
1378. 6 The enumerations for two of the city's four quarters survive and are estimated to 
account for approximately 40 % of a total population of perhaps 40, 000. This census, it should 
be said, explicitly includes widows and other impoverished persons. In the approximately 
2,200 hearths of the Quarter de la Mar, there were 7 musicians (two players of the "trompeta", 
three "juglares", one "trompador", and one "tamborer"), andin the approximately 1,100 
hearths of the Quarter del Pi none at all, for an over-all average of one musician's hearth in 
470. lt seems unlikely, tobe sure, that such a statistic would represent all musicians capable 
of performing professionally, since any given hearth might well include a wife, child, kins-
man, or apprentice with performing skills. In any event, 1:470 is not drastically at odds with 
the proportions developed for Paris. 7 
In order to continue our investigations of Parisian minstrels of the early 14th century, we 
must switch to another type of document: the series beginning with the first extant Parisian 
minstrels' charter of 1321 and continuing in the 1330s and 1340s with those bearing on the 
foundation of the confraternity of Saint Julian and Saint Genois. 8 lt should be understood that 
l am here exploiting these documents for the special purposes of this essay; although they 
have been known and frequently referred to for well over a century, they deserve a still 
closer look, in my opinion. 
The 1321 charter is known from a "vidimus" of 1341 which can be taken as a true copy of 
the original. lt begins :9 
"A tous ceus qui ces lettres verront, Gille Haquin, garde de la prevost6 de Paris, salut. 
Saichent tuit que nous, A l'acort du conmun des menestreus et menestrelles, Jongleurs 
et jongleresses, demourant en la Ville de Paris dont les noms sont ci-dessous escris, 
pour la reformacion du mestier d'yceuls et le proufit commun de la Ville de Paris, avons 
orden6 et ordenons les poins et articles ci-dessous contenus et esclarcis ... " 
At the end of the charter come the names of the 37 "menestreux, Jongleurs et Jongleresses" 
who agreed on the eleven articles. Table II reproduces these names along with those from 
the subsequent confraternity documents which will be referred to below. 
Now, while the charter refers to several people ("maistres du metier" - to be elected 
annually - and the "prevost de Saint Julian") who clearly have a representative function, it 
does not single out the 37 witnesses as a representative minority, rather appearing to desig-
nate them as the "conmun" of the Parisian minstrels. 10 Are we then to take these 37 as the 
totality or a large maJority of the bourgeois minstrels, excluding perhaps the apprentices 
who are specifically mentioned in the fifth article? This number would not fit well with the 
hypothetical 122 based on the hearth census of 1328, and makes us wonder whether Ph. Dol-
linger' s suggested correction of the number of hearths is, in fact, correct. In that case the 
number of 37 would also not be drastically out of line with the Barcelona statistics given 
above. 
lt may be noted that only one of the 37 witnesses of the 1321 articles is known from the 
previous 'livres de la taille', viz., Jehan de Biaumont, assuming that he is the same person 
who lived in the rue aus Jugleors (although not designated a minstrel) in 1313. Perhaps this 
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TABLE 2 
14. IX. 1321 10. VII. 1331 21. VIII. 1333 19. X. 1343 (Bernhard, I II, p. 393) 
Pariset, menestrel le roy pour 
1 
H Gerveisoit,1 gueite messire le Roy ~le Lorrain } guets Guillaume Bonnet, guet d 
lui et pour ses enfans - - - , du palais du Roi 
(Gervaisot la Guete Huet, la gueite du palaiz de Paris- H Jacquet le Cloourier_J du Roi Jacques Langlois 
Renaut le Chastigner 1 messire le Roy 1 1--!Perot du Rouen, 1 guet au 
Jehan la Guete du Louvre 1 
HPerrot ae Roan,J guet ~u Petit f Chatelet 1 [ Jaquet le Cloutier~gueite du dit~ Jehan de Biaumont 1 ~Guillaume le Formagier 1 
Jehan Guerin 
1 palais Chatelet :_ - - - - - -Loys~ le Clostier I guet d 
Thibaut le Paage 
1 palais du Roi 
Vuynant 
1 ( Pierre de Rouen,) gueite du- r-- ,-,Jehan de Chaumont,J guet au Johannin le Lorran 
l Jehanot de Chaumont 
:l 
Petit Pont Grand Chatelet Jacques le Massier 
Jehan de Biauves Jehan le Vidaulx 
l Thibaut de Chaumontj-n HJehan de Chaumont,)gueite du.,- 1Jehan des Chams J Lorent Lescuyer 
Jehanot Langlois 
1 Chatelet Thomassin Chevalier 
l Huet le Lorrain IColinet, le fiez ParisetteJdes Gilles Deusy 




Naquerets Laude de Comua ( ?) 
Guillot le Bourguegnon Guillot de Soissons 1 1 L Perrot Lescuyer (Lestuveur ?) 1 1 j Guillaume le Fourmagier ) Gaultier Bienvienant J J Thibault de Chaumon 1 





Jaucon fils le Moine 1 1 Simonet Narmas 
Jehan Coquelet 1 1 IHenri de Mondidier Henriet de Mondidier) }r 
Jehan Petit 1 1 Guillaume Amy 
Michiel de Douay 1 : Berthelot Tro(un)e 
1 Raoul de Bercle 
1 1 
Thomassin Rousslau Sendrin de Biauvalz J 
leuteurs 
Gieffroy la Guete 1 1 
Vynot le Bourguegnon 1 ~! Colinet, filz Pariset 
Guillaume de Landas 1 des naquerres 
Raoulln Cauchoit 1 
Olivier le Bourguegnon 1 Lorenz de la Roche de Breny 
Ysabele la Rousselle 1 
1 
Marie la Chartaine 1 
Liegart(fame Blenviegnant)- ---
Marguerite la fame au Molne 
Jehanne la Ferpiere 
Alyson fame Guillot Guerin 
Adeline fame G. Langlois 
Ysabiau la Lorraine 
Jaque le Jongleur 
ahould be no aurpriae in view of the turn-over obaerved between the varioua 'livrea de la 
taille' ; but it must certainly inatill caution in the interpretation of theae fascinating and 
unique documenta. 
We might aak, as a control over the hypothesis that the 37 witnesses of 1321 are, in fact, 
the quasi-entirety of Parisian bourgeois minstrela, whether there are any Parisian secular 
musicians known from other sources who do not appear among their number. One of the 
best-known French minstrels of the first half of the fourteenth century was Robert de Caveron, 
often atyled "king of the King' a minstrels ", or "king of the minstrels of the kingdom of 
France ", between 1338 and 1350. There is, in addition, a Robin de Caveron recorded from 
the 1320s (and perhaps from as early as 1318 as Robin, without further patro- or toponym) 
as a minstrel of the King, and a Lorenz de Caveron in tax rolls of 1298 and 1300, and in a 
royal account of 1299 as proxy to Symon la Guete, although not designated a minstrel. 11 But 
in none of the four documenta pertaining to the minstrels' organizations between 1321 and 
1343 is there found a Caveron. On the other hand, in each one there are found namea of 
others closely associated with the royal household or administration of the city, so that such 
absence is not the result of exclusion of royal minstrels. 
lt seems then that at least one important secular musician, almost certainly resident in 
Paris, does not appear in the various groups of witnesses to the 1321-1343 documenta. Bal-
ancing such an absence is the presence on the first and longest list of Pariset, "menestrel 
le roy", who ia known from royal accounts of the 1310s. 12 
For the moment there seems to be little profit in pursuing the question of either the absolute 
or relative number of minatrela residing in Paris between 1292 and 1343 without further spe-
cific documentation or more certain approximations to the total population. lt might be worth-
while to investigate certain kinds of records from fourteenth-century Paris which have not 
been systematically examined by music historians. For example, I have·the following from 
a register of criminal proceedings under the jurisdiction of the priory of Saint-Martin-des-
Champa:13 
a. 30. iii. 1336 transfer of 3 prisoners, including "Jehan de Boulan, jougleur, englais ". 
b. 18. vii. 1336 imprisonment of "Jehannot Lebidant, meneatrel, rue aus Jougleurs "· 
c. 3. iv. 1338 
d. 13. x. 1338 
imprisonment of Jehannot Chevalier dit le Begue, accused of breaking the 
nose of "Jehannin, filg de Pariset, le menestrel ". 
accusation, imprisonment, and release of "Guillot de Soixons, jougleur". 
e. 24. xi. 1340 as a witness, "Bienvegnant le j ougleur ". 
f. 30. x.1340 imprisonment of "Guillot Guipon, jougleur ... demourant en la rue aus 
Jougleurs", accused of having wounded the arm of "Adenet, fuilz de Guillot 
le froumagier, menestrel ". 
g. 23. xii. 1350 hanging for theft of "Jehannot Chevaillier, menestrel, demourant en la rue 
aus Jugleurs "· (Cf. item c. above) 
In this list of eight minatrels involved with the law (Saint-Martin-des-Champs held juris-
diction over the south side of the rue aus Jugleors) one is inclined to make the following identi· 
fications: 
Pariset le menestrel „ Pariset, menestrel le roy (1321) 
Guillot de Soixops • Guillot de Soissons (1343) 
Guillot le froumagier • Guillaume le Fourmagier (1331, 1333, 1343) 
Bienvegnant • Gautier Bienviegnant (1331, 1333); cf. Liegart fame Bienviegnant (1321). 
This rather impressive number of possible identifications leads one to wonder whether, 
despite the residence of many minstrels elsewhere in Paris from 1292-1313, and despite 
the presence of non-musiciana in the rue aus Jugleors, the witnesses to the four documenta 
discussed above were selected only from residente of the minstrels' street or those adjoin-
ing, rather than from the quaai-totality of Parisian minstrels. 
Certainly the statutes of 1321 single out the street itself - and no other specific locale -
as a place for hiring, and the chapel of the confi:-aternity was just around the corner. 
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As interesting as these unsolved questions of detail may be, it has, I think, been positively 
established that a sizeable group of minstrels existed in early fourteenth-century Paris, 
firmly enough rooted tobe subject to extraordinary taxes in the same way as other trades-
men, to proceed to the foundation of an endowed charitable and fraternal institution, and to 
draw up statutes prohibiting free access to the "commercial" music-making activities of 
Paris by minstrels from other places, or without fixed abode. The wide dispersion of their 
residence in the city may indicate that they had been established in Paris for some consider-
able time. All of this despite the apparent mobility which has been mentioned several times 
above. 
By the preceding discussion I hope to have communicated the image of a concrete environ-
ment, in which a great many people of different status and condition lived in close proximity 
in an international center. lt is in just such environments, I think, that musical variety and 
innovation thrive, in -our own time as well as in the past, and in which some of that innovation 
results from the convergence or synthesis of, if not contradictory, at least significantly dif-
ferent ethnic and social musical styles. 
But quite apart from the matter of innovation, one of the principal advantages of living in 
the sometimes physically intolerable or at best unpleasant great city has always been the 
availability not only of variety, but also of variety at different levels of sophistication. So I 
would ask now what we think of our corps of at least somewhat rooted, somewhat specialized 
urban minstrels ? Do we understand them to be, in the main, able and willing as a group to 
provide all kinds of music suited to the environment of the moment, from the simplest dance 
music or solo street performance little removed from begging, to elegant chansons in bour-
geois salons and noble courts? Or do we see them as primarily street, tavern and civic mu-
sicians, chiefly distinguished by function, not skill? In our own day we are aware of enormous 
differences in skill, repertory, and way of life in the large group of music professionals. Do 
we think that some such differentiation holds for such a long-distant time ? What difference would 
it make if it did not? And what do we think of the relation between court and city musicians in 
the Paris we have been investigating? 
The remarkable Johannes de Grocheo, writing, according to all probability, close to .the 
time of our investigation, offers a quasi-sociological typology of music based on the practice 
of Parisians :14 
Musica simplex 
Musica composita 





quam vulgarem musicam apellamus 
quam appellant musicam mensuratam 
This marked contrast to other more traditional three-fold categorizations is partly due, it 
seems to me, to Johannes' awareness of the concrete diversity of practice ("diversos usus, 
diversa idiomata vel diversas linguas in civitatibus vel regionibus diversis", p. 47, 11. 26-28). 
In passing, it is worth mentioning that Johannes does not make use of the musicus-(poeta)-
cantor tripartition of musical functions. 
Since instrumental music without words and musical instruments are only discussed under 
the category of "musica simplex" (which here can only mean monophonic music), it seems 
clear that in Grocheo's late thirteenth-century view of Paris, the instrumentalist was not in 
any important way a performer of polyphony as defined by the writer (i. e. , music using the 
three perfect consonances and modal rhythm, p. 53, 11. 32-47). This is not to say that he was 
unskilled, for the "bonus artifex" is said to play all musical forma - including originally 
vocal ones - subsumed under "musica simplex" on the "viella", regarded as pre-eminent 
among instruments (p. 52, 1.. 32). There is also no place for the instrumentalist in Grocheo's 
typology in the performance of the music which so entertained the "litterati", for example, 
the motet which took the place in their festivities of the rondeau of the common laity ("vul-
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garium laicorum ", p. 56, 11. 34-36). But it has tobe admitted that the design of Grocheo' s 
categories would make it difficult, ü not impossible, for him to discuss anything but solo 
minstrelsy. 
Furthermore, his division of Paris for us into three worlds, that of the "litterati ", ,typically, 
but by no means only of the University; that of the formal plain chant services of the church; 
and that of the city, leaves the character of the third world unclear or insufficiently differen-
tiated. Its music is for entertainment, edüication, and the driving out of bad thoughts. lt is 
sometimes sung by youths from Normandy, sometimes composed by kings and nobles, and 
sometimes devised by such as Tassinus who, either from natural inclination or by analogy 
with the number of consonances, increased the number of sections in the "stantipes" to seven, 
as evidenced by the "difficiles res Tassini" (p. 50-51, passim; p. 53, 11. 18-22). 15 "Musica 
simplex" or "civilis" is by any reckoning a very mixed bag. 
Returning once again to archival questions, the possibility of identifying Tassinus has oc-
curred to more than one scholar, for we find the following roster for the year 1288 of the 
minstrels of Philippe le Bel:16 
(5 Surgeons) 
Ministeralli: Robertus de Berneville 




Henricus de Lauduno 
Tassinus 
Guillelmus Trompatorum 
Guyotus de Bremireil 
Guillelmus le Ber 
Although Tassinus or Tassin is not generally a rare name, it appears only twice in the file 
of several hundred French minstrels of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries which I have 
collected, viz. , 
1) in the accounts of the Count of Flanders for 1276-77 now in the Rijksarchiev at Gent, as 
a minstrel of the Duke of Brabant ;17 
2) in a long list of valets of the French royal household for 1301, in close proximity to se-
veral of the minstrels from the roster above, as Tassinus le Haigne. 18 
But Grocheo's express intention to base his remarks on Parisian practice is not really suf-
ficient to establish the identity of his Tassinus with ours, or to make him into a minstrel 
resident in Paris, much as I would like to forge a link between a düficult and artful kind of 
"musica civilis", the royal court, and the city of Paris. , 
We can make the connection between court and city in the case of the fifth minstrel in the 
1288 roster, Henricus de Lauduno, who can be identüied with the "Henri de Laon, menesterel" 
recorded as living in the parish of Saint Germain l' Auxerrois "du coing du fosse St. Germain 
jusques a la forge, devant la Croix", in the 'livre de la taille' of 1292. 19 He is assessed the 
remarkable sum of 4 livres, when the average of the other musicians in that year was 4 sous, 
5 deniers, i. e., an assessment about one-sixteenth as large. lt seems likely that he is iden-
tical with the Henri de Laon listed in the same region of the same parish in 1297 without any 
occupational title, at an assessment of 70 sous - this time only six times as large as the 
average. 20 Whether others from the roster of Philippe le Bel's minstrels are also in the 
'livres de la taille' is not known at present; none of the published editions save that of 1313 
have Indexes of personal names. 
Possibly there is nothing particularly unusual about a royal minstrel, assuming that the 
two Henris are one and the same, having a fixed residence in the city, even achieving a 
prosperity which appears remarkable. But it is at least confirmation, with respect to our 
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special subject, of what is already well-known: that, despite a great deal of time spent in 
travelling about the royal domain of France, the court was also entrenched in Paris. 
We once again must jump to the four minstrels' documenta falling between 1321 and 1343, 
in which the reader has undoubtedly already noted a very substantial participation of "guets" 
associated with the royal household or with the "pr~voUi" of Paris, in effect the royal ad-
ministration of the city with headquarters in the Chatelet and distinct from the bourgeois ad-
ministration or "~chevinage". The situation can I think, bebest shown by a third table ex-
tracted from the second (see Table 3). The pattern seems clear: not only substantial partici-
pation, but a position of priority at the head of the lists coupled with what may be a kind of 
ascent through the ranks with time. I would not want to insist on this last point at this time, 
however. 
Of these men, two can be independently confirmed as members of the royal household: 
Pariset 
ll. n.d. 





Gens de 1' hostel de Mons. de Poitiers: "Parisot de naccares" (BN, fr. 7855, 
p. 153) 
M~nage of the count of Poitiers: "Parisot de naquaires et tymbales" (Bernhard, 
BEC III) 
Account of wages of the royal household: "Pariset ... jugleeur le roy" (Recueil 
des historiens de la France, Documenta financiers IV. 2, p. 37) 
Livery for coronation of Jeanne d'Evreux: "Guetes: Gervaisot la Gueite ... " 
(BN, fr. 7855, p. 312) 
Account of "menues depenses" of Philippe VI: "Gervasotus Laguete" (R. Fawtier, 
Bull. phil. et hist. 1928/29, pp. 183-239) 
The use of titles is consistent between the two types of document. One would like now to be 
better informed concerning the specific duties of the guets, particularly as they pertained to 
music. I would assume, barring contradictory evidence, that they were still primarily guards 
or watchmen. They are nonetheless in the category of "menestreuz, Jongleurs et jongleres-
ses ", for the purpose of the 1321 articles; and in the founding charters of the confraternity 
they are designated, along with the entire group, "tous menestriers et confreres de l'hopital 11 • 21 
Why are the guets so high in the minstrel lists ? On the one hand, one could imagine that they 
were responsible for providing music for light entertainment or dance which, for one reason 
or another, the regular royal minstrels would not provide. But in that case one wonders about 
the inclusion of guets of the pr~vot~, especially the guet of the Petit Pont, or Petit Chatelet on 
the Left Bank. Perhaps we should understand a desire for control of urban minstrelsy by the 
King (why ?), or a stratagem on the part of the minstrels to gain protection for their institu-
tional organization. Concerning the last point, however, we should keep in mind that in par-
ticipating in the 1331 and 1333 confraternity documenta, the guets were obligating themselves 
financially. Or is it a matter of royal control over the quite specific signal and processional 
music associated with urban waits, although in that case the absence of articles pertaining to 
them in the 1321 statutes is perplexing. 
From an abstract or theoretical point of view the import of the association between royal 
guets and urban minstrels is less problematic. One can reason from a point of principle: that 
the presence of a dichotomy of whatever sort is apt to call forth a mediating function, which 
in this case is highly appropriate to the guets, who, along with door-keepers, heralds, criers, 
bodyguards and the like, control the physical and psychological space between the monarch 
and the world around him. A more concrete point is that,while some royal minstrels would 
constantly travel with their employer, the guets would be firmly attached to places of residence 
or administrative offices, i. e. would be part of the city in a quite material way. 
The points presented in this essay have been offered in support of the thesis that city and 




(with indication of order of appearance in the documenta) 
1321 
1 Pariset, menestrel le roy 
2 Gervaisot la Guete 
4 Jehan la Guete du Louvre 
(9 Jehanot de Chaumont) -, 
\ 
13 Huet le Lorrain 










1 Gerveisoit, gueite messire 
le Roy 
2 Huet,. la gueite du palaiz de 
Paris messire le Roy 
3 Jaquet le Cloutier, gueite 
du dit palais 
4 Pierre de Rouen, gueite du 
Petit Pont 
\ 
\_5 Jehan de Chaumont, gueite 
du Chatelet 
1333 1343 




2 Jacquet le Cloourier Roi 
3 Perrot de Roan, guet 
au Petit Chatelet 
4 Jehan de ·Chaumont, 












1 Guilleaume Bonnet, 
guet du palais 
du Roi 
L 3 Perot du Rouen, guet 
au Petit Chatelet 
5 Loys le Clostier, 
guet du palais du Roi 
the fourteenth century. If there was tobe meeting and mingling of musicians and musical 
styles, where better than at court in Paris, where noble (and noble minstrel of the old mould), 
clerk (with his taste for literate music and mensural polyphony), and bourgeois (and bour-
geois minstrels) could rub shoulders in a way they could not have in either the mercantile 
or the academic city? The court as such may have been incapable to produce musical inno-
vation on its own; but could certainly provide a favored milieu in which pre-existing elements 
from the "trois ~tats" might combine. 
The oral presentation of this interpretation given in Berlin was far less developed with 
respect to Paris, but ranged wider, particularly on two topics which can only be mentioned 
here. The first of these concerned the possible centralizing function of the "escoles de 
Flandres", assemblies of minstrels in the employ of both cities and courts which took place 
annually, so it seems, during Lent in the cities of the Low Countries between 1313 (or 1318) 
and 1447. Why did they take place where and when they did? The traditional three material-
istic explanations (geographical and temporal convenience - with respect to Lent - learning 
of new songs, purchase of instruments) seem to me secondary with respect to the specific 
chronology (1313-1447) and the great difficulty of travelling to the "escoles" in some cases, 
e. g. , from Spain. In any event, I hope soon to complete an expos~ of what is known about 
the phenomenon and the problems connected with it. 
The second topic concerned the polyphonic chanson of Guillaume de Machaut. I advanced 
the thesis that it could perhaps be understood as the synthesis of monophonic song (manifested 
in the Cantus) with the ensemble practices of urban minstrelsy (in Tenor and Contratenor), 
rather than as the product of a more or less continuous historical development (say, from 
the motet) for which much of the manuscript evidence has vexingly disappeared, or as the 
highly original and daring discovery of a musical genius. In particular, a number of examples 
were offered in support of the notion that some Tenor-Contratenor instrumental parts were 
highly sophisticated ostinati which did not correspond with the articulation of the sung text. 
I thus viewed the composition of Machaut sociologically or behavioristically, as a response 
to an increasing "pressure" from a group of heretofore illiterate, yet highly skilled urban 
musicians who would have had at their command techniques of ensemble performance and 
spinning-out, of which ostinato variation is one of the main options at all times and places. 
I suggested that Machaut, as a wise composer writing for such instrumentalists, would have 
taken into account what they could already do. The general thesis and the examples were re-
sponded to somewhat sharply but not unfairly, as merits a radical position in which specific 
characteristics are asserted about a non-existent repertory. One concrete source of possible 
support was mentioned, but insufficiently explored by me, viz., the compositional practices 
of the so-called post-Machaut generation, some of them minstrels, and in some of whose 
works the use of T-CT ostinato seems rather unambiguous. Since the symposium I have at-
tempted to come to terms with another kind of composition, that of late thirteenth-century 
French song-writers such as Adam de le Hale, which may be connected with the work of 
Machaut, albeit at some temporal distance. In any event, the attack on the fourteenth-cen-
tury problem from the analytic side has not yet taken final form in my mind. 
For there is a "fourteenth-century problem ", namely, that the music of an entire gener-
ation, with the exception of Machaut - assuming that at least some of his works are early -
is missing. We seem to move from a thirteenth-century situation in which no written music 
called for the participation of musically-literate instrumentalists, to one in which, from the 
time of Machaut onward, much of it did. How and where, and with what abruptness, was the 
passage from the one state to the other negotiated? To put it somewhat frivolously, I am 
loath to believe that a minstrel woke up on a fine morning in 1340 to the realization that be-
cause someone named Machaut had written instrumental tenors and contratenors, now he 
must learn to read music. 22 I am even less inclined to think that the salaried minstrels of 
the court would take kindly to a clerk pulling out a "vielle" or "guiterne" from beneath his 
robe to play the new music. Tobe less blatant in exposing my idiosyncrasies, I should add 
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more soberly that, along with the innovative style events of the early fourteenth century, one 
really might expect to find new alignments and functions in musical society. The little I have 
been able to discover appears to me to justify further close attention to the matters touched 
on in this essay, at the expense - if only temporarily - of the other more usual history of 
musical style understood as an individual artifact rather than as a collective achievement. 
Supplemental Note on G. de Machaut 
Inasmuch as many of the speculations concerning urban and court minstrelsy have been 
developed not only for the sake of a better understanding of fourteenth-century musical society, 
but also for the understanding of the art of Guillaume de Machaut, a brief note on his bio-
graphy seems tobe in order. 
With Machaut and some other musical figures of the time, the nature of extant archival re-
cords is such as to permit - in sharp distinction to earlier times - a limited knowledge of 
the external events of their official careers. With Machaut, of course, we have the further 
possibility of some insight into his mentality, due to apparently autobiographical remarks 
in his literary works. 
At first glance, Machaut' s life is rather perplexing in the contrast of a most physically 
active career as clerk, notary, and secretary to an extraordinarily - even by fourteenth-
century standards - quixotic and physically restless political figure, John of Bohemia, with 
a rather early and prolonged (from ca. 1340 to 1377) quasi-retirement as canon of the cathe-
dral of Reims. Although it is clear that he was by no means sedentary after establishing his 
residence in Reims, and it may be questioned that he shared fully in all the frantic campaigns 
and travels of his first employer, such refinements to our image of Machaut' s life have done 
little to answer our questions as to his early musical training and experiences and the nature 
of his relationship to the sacred or secular musical life of his time. 
lt would be of some interest, for example, to establish whether he was of bourgeois origin 
(e. g., from Reims, one of the larger cities of France, along with OrMans and Amiens), or 
whether he spent substantial periods in Paris, either as a student before ca. 1323, or during 
the 1330s. (The 1320s appear to have been spent in the company of his restless master.) 
Whether this is possible depends to some degree on the possibility of survival of fiscal or 
administrative records of John of Bohemia - my impression is that this possibility is slim -
and on the exploitation of series of documents other than the archives of the popes and of 
Reims which have provided most of the concrete data for his biography to date. As examples 
of both, I offer the following which are not, I believe, common knowledge: 
a. In a letter of John of Bohemia, given at Noyon, 1 May 1334, we read at the end "Par le 
roy, Guillaume de Machau ". [ Source: A.Verkooren, Inventaire des Chartes et Cartulaires 
de Luxembourg, t. II, Brussels 1915. Oddly, this is the only one of 456 documenta from 
between 1310 and 1350 involving Machaut. ] 
b. In the household accounts for the count of Holland for 1341, under the rubric "Expositum 
infra tempus praescriptum ministrellis, hiraldis et aliis donis datis" 
"Sabbato ante divisionem apostolorum apud Binchium per eundem Henricum jussu domini 
comitis cum uno cipho deaurato, quod dominus dedit Willelmo de Machau, 20 scuta, fac. 
30 SC. 11 
[ Source: H. G. Hamaker, De Rekeningen der Graflijkheid van Holland onder het Henegouwsche 
huis, deerde Deel, Utrecht 1878, p. 49.] 
Annotations 
1 Fora recent survey concerning Paris, see R. Cazelles, Nouvelle Histoire de Paris de 
la fin du r~gne de Philippe-Auguste la mort de Charles V, 1223-1380, Paris 1972, pp. 
131-158. Against Cazelles' proposed estimate of over 200, 000 inhabitants ca. 1328, 
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Ph. Dollinger, Le chiffre de population de Paris au XIVe si~le: 210. 000 ou 80. 000 
habitants?, in: Revue historique 216, 1956, pp. 35-44. On the demography of medieval 
Europe, see the classic, R. Mols, Introduction ll la demographie historique des villes 
d' Europe du XIVe au xvme si~cle, 3 vols., Louvain 1954; and (tobe used with circum-
spection, I think) J. C. Russen, Medieval Regions and their Cities, Indiana University 
1972. 
2 For 1292: H. Geraud, Paris sous Philippe le Bel, Paris 1837; K. Michaelsson, Le livre 
de la taille de Paris de l' an 1296, in: Acta Universitatis Gotoburgensis 64: 4, 1958; 
idem, Le livre de la taille de Paris de l' an 1297, ibid. 67: 3, 1961; idem, Le livre de 
la taille de Paris, l' an de griice 1313, ibid. 57: 3, 1951. 
3 The bulk of the 13th-century documenta mentioning the street can be found in H. Geraud, 
ed., Le Cartulaire de Notre-Dame de Paris, Paris 1850. The earliest one, from May, 
1225, mentions a "vicus viellatorum" in the heading, but a "vicus des Jugleours" in the 
text. 
4 The bird's-eye view I have used here for figure 1 is borrowed from J. Shirley, tr., A 
Parisian Journal, 1405-1449, Oxford 1968. 
5 J. Heers, L' Occident aux XIVe et xve si~les, Paris 1963, p. 275 (quoting G. Prat): 
"La population urbaine d' Albi se renouvelle aussi a. meme epoque; entre 1343 et 1357 ll 
peine 121/. des anciens noms se retrouvent dans le meme quartier; tous les autres ont 
pratiquement disparu de la ville. 11 R. Fossier, Histoire sociale de l' Occident medieval, 
Paris 1970, p. 135: "Une extraordinaire mobilite tout d' abord, une instabilite qu' on a 
pu dire pathologique ... en France du Nord au xnie il n' y a pas un tiers des ·parcelles 
qui demeurent plus de trois generations aux mains de la mSme famille paysanne, non 
que cette derni~re se ruine, mais un veritable 'mouvement brownien' (Marc Bloch) 
anime la societe medievale oil l' instabilite et l' incertitude sont la r~gle. 11 
6 Published in: Cortes de los antiguos reinos de Arag6n y de Valencia y Principado de 
Cataluiia, publicadas por la Real Academia de la Historia, t. IV: Cortes de Cataluifa IV 
(1377-1401), Madrid 1901, pp. 415 ff. Cf. R. S. Smith, Fourteenth-century Population 
Records of Catalonia, in: Speculum 19, 1944, pp. 494-501. 
7 The single most famous and most debated statistic bearing on the population of medieval 
Paris is also a hearth census, made for all of Philippe VI' s domain in 1328, which gives 
61, 098 hearths for the 35 parishes of Paris plus Saint-Marcel. If we take 1:500 as an 
approximation to the number of musicians' hearths, we would expect to find no fewer 
than 122. Dollinger, however (see note 1 above) has proposed a correction to 21, 098 
which would entail a proportionate reduction in minstrels' hearths. This radical dis-
agreement should be borne in mind while interpreting the various statistics offered in 
this essay. 
8 The standard work on the subject remains B. Bernhard, Recherches sur l' histoire de la 
Corporation des menetriers ou joueurs d'instruments de la ville de Paris, in: Biblio-
theque de l' Ecole des Chartes III, 1841, pp. 376-404; IV, 1842, pp. 525-548; V, 1843, 
pp. 254-284 and 339-372. The 1321 statutes appear as 11pi~e justificative r• of the first 
installment, as well as in R. de Lespinasse, Les metiers et corporations de la ville de 
Paris, t. III, Paris 1897, pp. 580ff. My sources for the three confraternity documenta 
are as follows: 1331: my transcription of a possible original - although preserved with-
out seals - dated 10 july 1331, now at Paris, Archives nationales, T 1492; 1333: a 
transcription of a charter dated 21 august 1333, endowing the chapel with 16 "livres 
parisis11 of annual 11 rente 11 , taken by de Lespinasse (see above) from M. Felibien, Histoire 
de la ville de Paris, 5 vols., Paris 1725, t. V, p. 648; 1343: I have taken the names as 
given in Bernhard, BEC III, p. 393, from the document naming the first administrators 
of the hospital of Saint Julian. There are enough uncertainties concerning both the extant 
documenta of A. N. T 1492 and the various copies made over the centuries to merit a 
special study. 
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9 Text as in de Lespinasse, op. cit., p. 580. 
10 "Conmun": a general term or a technical term? One other relatively well-known use is 
from the payment roll of the 1306 Pentecost feast at Westminster (London, P. R. O., 
E. 101 369/6): " . . . Et issi demoerent des CC marcs pur partir entre les autres mene-
straus de la commune 181. 16 s. 8 d ... . 11 
11 Lorenz de Caveron 1298, 1300 Bernhard, BEC III, p. 395. 
Laurencius Cauron 1299 J. Viard, Journaux du tresor de Philippe IV le Bel, item 
2619, 29 May 1299. See below on the possible signüi-
cance of the association with Symon la Guete. 
Robinus de Gauron 1321-22 Paris BN, fr. 7855, p. 285. 
Robin de Caueron 1326 ibid. , p. 307. 
(Cf. Artois accounts for 1320, Arras, AD Pas-de-Calais, A. 388.) 
Robert Caveron 1338 DuCange, ed. 1885, s. v. "Rex ministellorum". 
Robert de Caveron 1345 Moranville, Extraits de Journaux du Tresor (1345-1419), 
Paris 1888, p. 10. In this entry, de Caveron "rex menestrel-
lorum" gives a receipt for 200 livres tournois to be given 
to the "menestrelli ville Parisiensis ". 
Robert de Caveron 1350 Paris AN, KK 7, f. 43v, accounts of John, Duke of Nor-
mandy, for 1348-50. 
12 See below, p. 145 f. 
13 Published in C. -L. Tanon, Histoire des Justices des anciennes eglises et communautes 
monastiques de Paris, Paris 1883. 
14 E. Rohloff, Der Musiktraktat des Johannes de Grocheo, Leipzig 1943 (Media Latinitatis 
Musica, 2). Page and line references in my text are to this edition. 
15 The three motet tenors from Mo 7 labelled 'Chose Tassin' have often been linked with 
Grocheo' s "res Tassini", andtt has even seemed possible that in these cases rhythmic 
features of a presumed monophonic original were maintained, not only pitch. That only 
the latter was normal for the motet genre (see Grocheo, p. 57, 1. 43: "in motellis ... 
tenor ex cantu antiquo est et prius composito, sed ab artifice per modum et rectam 
mensuram amplius determinatur") is no doubt more entailed by the historical association 
of measured motet with unmeasured plainsong than by some inviolable principle of the 
genre. Nonetheless, tenors rhythmically organized·according to the "ordines" of modal 
rhythmic theory are more than a superficial element of style, and the "choses Tassin" 
may be regarded as radical innovations - along with similar modern motets - from 
that point of view. 
16 Best known to me from Paris BN, fr. 7855, a collection of 18th-century copies of ordi-
nances and other documenta pertaining to the households of the kings, queens, dauphins, 
children, and other princes of France, presumably made from the archives of the 
Chambre des Comptes at Paris. The roster in question is on p. 77, extracted from a 
parchment roll entitled 'Expensa hospicii Domini Regis ad terminum Candelosae 1288'. 
17 For this text see, most conveniently, A. Henry, Les oeuvres d' Adenet le Roi, Brugge 
1951, t. I, p. 77. 
18 See Recueil des historiens des Gaules, t. XXII: Fragmenta computorum 1227-1306, 
p. 506 Fand note. 
19 Geraud, op. cit. , p. 14. Although I am by no means inclined to accept it as a rule, the 
designation "menesterel" here could well have the force of "court musician ". Only two 
of the 37 musicians found in the registers for 1292, 1296 , and 1297 are so labelled, viz . 
"Jehan Luche, menesterel au conte d' Artois ", living in the parish of Saint-Eustäche 
close to the count' s hotel, andin 1296 "Guillaume Tout-li-faut, menesterel", living near 
the Chatelet on the Grant rue Saint-Germain. In 1297, however, the latter appears as 
"Tout-li-faut, le jugleeur ". 
20 Michaelsson, op. cit., 1961, p. 8. 
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21 de Lespinasse, op. cit., p. 583. 
22 We can be pardoned, I think, for assuming musical literacy on the part of Grocheo' s 
' 'bonus artifex" . How widely this skill was dispersed is a significant question for our 
purposes. I find it interesting in this respect that the portal sculptures of the minstrels' 
chapel of Saint Julian and Saint Genois had - according to a description written in 1693 
reprinted by A. Vidal, La chapelle Saint-Julien-des M6n6triers et les m6n6strels a. 
Paris, Paris 1878, pp. 43 f. - no fewer than three figures holding scrolls of music, 
along with eleven instrumentalists. Reflection of standard practice or aspiration to higher 
status? The chapel was finished by 1335, but it is not known that the portal was of the 
same date. Both disappeared with the Revolution along with the confraternity itself. 
Diskussion 
Das vorbereitende Papier von Lawrence Gushee umfaßte einerseits Materialien in Form der 
oben wiedergegebenen Karte und Tabellen sowie mit Notenbeispielen, andererseits thesen-
artige Hinweise (1) zur Frage nach den Menestrels im Paris des frühen 14. Jahrhunderts, 
(2) zur Rolle der "escoles de Flandres" und (3) zu Aspekten des stilwandels im frühen 14. 
Jahrhundert. Die Thesen wurden in Berlin durch einen sehr lebendigen Vortrag ergänzt und 
verdeutlicht. Die Ausarbeitung des weithin freien Vortrages mußte sich auf den ersten Teil 
beschränken. Die Diskussion ging von den dort aufgeworfenen Fragen aus, konzentrierte 
sich aber im weiteren auf Aspekte des Stilwandels. 
Michel Huglo: 
Sie haben eine bemerkenswerte Studie vorgelegt, die zeigt, daß die Menestrels sich vor al-
lem im Norden sammelten. Kennen Sie Belege, die darauf hinweisen, daß die Menestrels 
gegen Süden gereist oder ausgewandert sind, besonders in Richtung Avignon zum päpstlichen 
Hof, nach Aragon oder gar nach Italien? 
Lawrence Gushee: 
Gewiß. Nur müssen wir dabei die einzelnen Bereiche des 14. Jahrhunderts unterscheiden. 
Ich sprach vor allem von der ersten Hälfte des Jahrhunderts bis an die Regierungszeit von 
Charles V. ; wobei offenbar vor allem Jean Le Bon die Musik besonders hoch schätzte. Seit 
der zweiten Hälfte des 14. Jahrhunderts wissen wir in dieser Hinsicht wesentlich mehr, be-
sonders weil etwa für Aragon Angl~s und andere die sehr vollständigen Akten in Barcelona 
und anderen Orten durchgesehen haben; Dort bestand großes Interesse an Musikern aus dem 
Norden. Oft ist es allerdings schwierig zu entscheiden, was mit "Norden" gemeint war, ob 
man an Allemagna allgemein, Flandern oder auch einen anderen bestimmten Bereich dachte. 
Was einzelne Höfe betrifft, so wissen wir einiges über Blois, mehr (dank einiger Arbeiten 
von Ursula Günther) über Musiker des Duc du Berry, und der burgundische Hof ist (nicht 
zuletzt aufgrund neuerer Arbeiten) gut unter Kontrolle. Solche Untersuchungen fehlen aber 
etwa für den Hof von Savoyen, dessen Material fürs 15. Jahrhundert herangezogen wurde. Die 
aufgearbeiteten Quellen lassen die Tendenz zu einem recht festen Zusammenhang zwischen 
dem Norden und den Höfen der königlichen Familie erkennen. Das ist ebenso verlockend wie 
beunruhigend. Ich schätze die Vorstellung gar nicht, daß damals alle (weltliche) Musik aus 
einem kleinen Gebiet Europas kam ; andererseits gab es wahrscheinlich zumindest hinsicht-
lich des Instrumentenbaues wie Instrumentenspiels eine besondere Aktivität in der bevölke-
rungsdichten Gegend, die unter den Begriff Flandern fällt. Auskunft Uber die Herkunft der 
Menestrels können möglicherweise die Namen geben - gesetzt den Fall, wir kennen noch mehr, 
als uns bisher für die erste Hälfte des Jahrhunderts zur Verfügung stehen. 
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Jürg Stenzl: 
Eine lexikalische Bearbeitung der Spielleute in der Schweiz im 15. und 16. Jahrhundert er-
gab, daß sich die 700 Namen mit einer Ausnahme in zwei Schichten trennen lassen: Turm-
bläser und Wächter einerseits, "offizielle" Stadtpfeüer andererseits. Wechsel zwischen 
diesen beiden kommen nicht vor, zwischen beiden Gruppen besteht auch ein ausgeprägter 
sozialer Unterschied. Sind solche "Schichtungen" in früherer Zeit, etwa in Paris, greifbar? 
Lawrence Gushee: 
Es scheint mir aufschlußreich, daß in den Listen der Unterschriften jener Dokumente, die 
die Confraternit~ de Saint-Julien betreffen, an der Spitze die "guets" oder Wächter stehen. 
Diese Position in den Listen braucht nicht zwangsläufig eine höhere Stellung zu bedeuten, 
aber es scheint mir nicht bedeutungslos, daß in der Liste von 1321 ein königlicher Menestrel 
zuerst erscheint, der schon die "droits de succession" gehabt zu haben scheint. Das gab es 
also offenbar schon im 14. Jahrhundert. Vielleicht ist es ebenfalls im Sinne einer Schichtung 
zu verstehen, daß am Ende der Liste von 1321 die acht Frauen aufgeführt sind. Sicher ist 
dies nicht genau die "Schichtung", von der Sie sprechen, aber eine Schichtung ist es offen-
sichtlich. Dazu kommen Hinweise auf Verheiratungen zwischen Guets und gewöhnlichen 
Menestrels. - Davon abzuheben sind die Turmhüter, deren Funktion jeder Angehörige der 
Gilde nach einem rotierenden Plan übernehmen mußte. Welches die genaue Rolle dieser 
Personen war, weiß ich nicht; ob es sich wirklich um eine Art Torhüter oder Zeitausrufer 
gehandelt hat. Aber nachzugehen ist dem sicher. 
Max Haas: 
Sie haben sich ausdrücklich auf die Menestrels beschränkt und diejenigen beiseite gelassen, 
die sich in anderer Funktion, also etwa als Magister, mit der Musik befaßten. Dennoch würde 
mich Ihre Meinung über Kontakte zwischen diesen unterschiedlichen Gruppen interessieren, 
insbesondere unter dem methodischen Aspekt, wie sich etwas darüber in Erfahrung bringen 
läßt, was die einzelnen Gruppen in Paris etwa um 1310 oder 1320 voneinander wissen, wie 
sie sich zueinander verhalten und vor allem, was sie voneinander halten. 
Lawrence Gushee: 
Zunächst: Meine Erfahrung geht dahin, daß die Dokumente hinsichtlich des Titels "maitre" 
verhältnismäßig sorgfältig sind, daß also der Titel in der Regel besagt, der Betreffende 
sei magister artium. Und es ist in dieser Zeit außerordentlich selten, daß der Titel in einer 
Aufzählung von Menestrels begegnet. 
Was nun die Kontaktmöglichkeiten betrüft, so müßten wir den Orten nachgehen, die für eine 
Begegnung in Frage kommen, also etwa den Tavernen, die uns dann vielleicht auch zu jenen 
"fumeurs" führen, von denen Eug~ne Deschamps und andere am Ende des 14. Jahrhunderts 
sprechen. Es wäre z.B. denkbar, daß uns das zu einer Konzentration solcher Plätze auf der 
"rive gauche" führt. Es scheint mir in dem Zusammenhang bemerkenswert, wie gering die 
Zahl der Musiker in den alten Händlerquartieren ist, um das HOtel de Ville und die Paroisse 
de Saint-Jacques wie Sainte-Marie. Dabei stellt sich natürlich die Frage nach dem bürger-
lichen Status dieser Musiker. Daß manche von ihnen einigen Reichtum erworben hatten, legt 
schon die Aufnahme in die steuerlisten nahe. So erfaßt die umfangreichste dieser Listen 
15. 000 Zahlende bei einer Bevölkerung von ungefähr 150. 000. Was uns dann natürlich wieder 
zu der Frage nach dem Kontakt zu anderen Gruppen der Bürgerschaft führt. 
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Gushee hatte am Ende seines Papers eine Reihe von Thesen zum stilwandel aufgestellt, zu 
denen zunächst Treitler einige Fragen stellte: 
Leo Treitler: 
1. Sie sagen, in einigen Kompositionen von Machaut sei der Tenor respektive der Contra-
tenor "zuerst" komponiert worden, und haben das mit der Wiedergabe einiger Tenor- be-
ziehungsweise Contratenorwiederholungen in Verbindung gebracht. Was meinen Sie hier mit 
"zuerst"? Und weiter : Besteht Ihres Erachtens ein wesentlicher Unterschied zwischen Ihrer 
Feststellung und der Formulierung, es gäbe in diesen Sätzen wiederholte Versetzungen von 
Klangfolgen ? 
2. Wenn ich Sie recht verstehe, nehmen Sie an, daß solche (instrumentalen) Unterstimmen 
von Menestrels ausgeführt wurden. Was ist der Hintergrund für diese Annahme? Und was 
weiß man eigentlich dar!iber? 
3. Sie s~gen, entscheidende Schritte in der Musikgeschichte beruhten oft oder zumindest ge-
legentlich auf sozio-musikalischen Konfrontationen. Besteht für Sie ein wesentlicher Unter-
schied zwischen dieser Formulierung und der Feststellung, daß Komponisten in bestimmten 
Momenten der Musikgeschichte "popular musical material" aufgenommen hätten? 
4. Sie stellen fest, daß in solchen entscheidenden Zeiten, eine Bevorzugung von Ostinato-
techniken zu beobachten sei. Das erinnert mich an eine Aussage von L. B. Meyer in seinem Buch 
'Music - the Arts and Ideas, Patterns and Predilections in Twentieth-Century Culture' (Chi-
cago 1967). Dort heißt es - bezeichnenderweise im Vokabular der Informationstheorie -, 
daß in kritischen Momenten des stilwechsels eine maximale Redundanz bestand bezüglich der 
musikalischen Information, eine Redundanz, die reduziert wurde, sobald die Stile gefestig-
ter waren. Meine Reaktion darauf war: Beschreibt man so stilwechsel, die schon erkannt 
worden sind, oder erkennt man so stilwechsel? 
Lawrence Gushee: 
Lassen Sie mich von hinten beginnen: 
Zu 4. Bezüglich Meyer sagte ich etwas Ähnliches, obwohl ich nicht den Begrüf maximale 
Redundanz benutzen würde. Auf die Rolle der Ostinatotechnik und die Frage nach Wandlungen 
im stilistischen bezogen, besteht die Frage, wann und wie wir die Dinge erkennen. Verglei-
che sind problematisch. Aber ich denke an eine Situation unserer Zeit: Ich glaube, es ist 
manchem nicht bewußt, welch ein wirklich substantieller stilwechsel sich in den letzten 15 
oder 20 Jahren im Bereich der "popular music" gerade vermittelst der Ostinato-Verfahren 
vollzog. Aber ich bin mir sicher, daß ich 1955 in Anbetracht all jener Melodien mit den 
wiederkehrenden Akkordfolgen I-VI-11-V oder I-VI-IV-V nicht feststellte, wir befänden uns 
offensichtlich in einem stilwechsel. 
Zu 3. Ich meine, man kann viele Dinge sehr gut mit Komposita wie "sozio-musikalische" 
Konfrontation bezeichnen. Woran ich denke, sind entscheidende Situationen, wie sie etwa 
um die Mitte des 18. Jahrhunderts durch böhmische und andere mitteleuropäische Musiker 
bestimmt wurden. Ich glaube, daß bestimmte Dinge, die sich mit stilistischen Begriffen 
fassen lassen, nicht ohne solche Gruppen von Musikern hätten geschehen können. Ich gehe 
allerdings nicht soweit wie eine gewisse marxistische Theorie, die den Akt der Komposition 
selber als Lösung von Klassenproblemen betrachtet. 
Leo Treitler: 
Was bedeutet dann "Lösung"? 
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Lawrence Gushee: 
Es geht um eine Art "acculturated situation": es gibt viele Situationen, wo in eine verhält-
nismäßig etablierte und stabile kulturelle Situation ein neues Element gelangt. Dieses kann 
eine Herausforderung an die zentrale Kultur darstellen oder auch nicht. Stellt es eine Her-
ausforderung dar, so lassen sich nach den Beobachtungen der Anthropologen als Konsequenz 
bestimmte Schritte beobachten. Etwa eine anfängliche Auswahl aus den fremden Elementen 
oder deren Mißverständnis, dann eine Assimilation der Elemente, die aufgrund des Vorhan-
denen assimiliert werden könnten, usf. 
Leo Treitler: 
Nach Ihrer Ansicht sind demnach im Falle Machauts diese Tenor/Contratenor-Rahmen, die 
Ostinato-Verfahren, eine Konsequenz der Konfrontation mit den Menestrels. 
Lawrence Gushee: 
Ja, das meine ich. 
Leo Treitler: 
Worin besteht dann der Unterschied, wenn man es in der folgenden Weise darstellt: Machaut 
ging herum, besuchte einige dieser Tavernen, hörte dort eine bestimmte Art Musik, die ihn 
beeindruckte, und seine Werke zeigen das. 
Lawrence Gushee: 
Hier besteht das Problem eben darin, daß wir nur Machaut haben, also gegebenenfalls vor-
erst nur die eine Seite fassen können. Mit den Beispielen von Solage und Senleches [in den 
Vorbereitungspapieren] haben wir Werke vor uns, die mit Machauts späteren Werken zu 
verbinden sind oder der Zeit nach seinem Tod angehören, und es ist sicher ein Phänomen, 
daß ein großer Teil der Komponisten des späten 14. Jahrhunderts Menestrels waren. Das 
könnte übrigens etwas damit zu tun haben, daß hier jene besondere Einheit von Dichter und 
Musiker aufgebrochen wird, die bei Machaut zu beobachten ist. Wobei ich noch nicht sehe, 
wieweit wir annehmen können, daß eine musikalisch gebildete Person auch über die entspre-
chende literarische Fähigkeit verfügte. Nur habe ich eben nicht nur Machaut im Blickpunkt. 
Ich rechne mit anderen, deren Namen wir nicht kennen. Und ein Ansatz für meine Überlegung 
ist eben die Frage, wieweit es sich bei diesen anderen um solchermaßen (zumindest musika-
lisch) gebildete Personen handelte oder eben auch nicht; welche Kriterien uns in dieser Hin-
sicht zur Verfügung stehen. 
David G. Hughes: 
Es scheint mir, daß wir in der Musik des späten 14. Jahrhunderts eine sehr starke Priori-
tät des textierten Cantus, der Vokalstimme beobachten können, stärker als das bei Machaut 
der Fall ist. Das schließt nicht die Existenz bestimmter "pattern" als Grundlagen der In-
strumentalstimmen aus. Wie ja auch Passamezzo-Sätze des 16. Jahrhunderts durchaus keinen 
unorganisierten Cantus hatten. Nur scheint es mir von Machaut zu Sätzen des späten 14. Jahr-
hunderts ein sehr weiter Schritt zu sein. Wobei ja eben Machaut, da Vitrys weltliche Lieder 




In der Auseinandersetzung mit Gushees These von der Rolle bestimmter Tonfolgen im Tenor/ 
Contratenor analysierte Arlt Machauts 'De tout sui si confort6e' (Notenbeispiel 22). 
Wulf Arlt 
'De tout sui si confort6e' wird von Gushee als ein Satz genannt, bei dem die wiederkehren-
den Tonfolgen im Tenor auf dessen Priorität hinweisen - sei es im Konzipieren des Satzes 
oder zumindest in der Bedeutung dieser Stimme für den Satzablauf. Verdeutlicht ist dies, 
wie im Falle der mehr als zweistimmigen Sätze, durch eine Zuordnung von Tenortönen (No-
tenbeispiel 23) . 
Notenbeispiel 23 
rl -F-E--D--C--, .--F---i-----D--C---, 
• Line 1 
Line2 Line 3 Line 4 
Line 4 
Line S Line 6 




Der Nachweis entsprechender Abfolgen in 3- und 4-stimmigen Sätzen überzeugt mich; doch 
wird die Interpretation der beobachtenden Abläufe dadurch erschwert, daß in diesen Sätzen 
unterschiedlichste Beziehungen zwischen den Stimmen vorliegen. In der Zweistimmigkeit 
hingegen scheint mir das Verhältnis der Stimmen recht eindeutig zu sein und in der Regel 
auf eine Simultankonzeption hinzuweisen. Ein wesentliches Argument dafür besteht darin, daß 
der Satz durch Klangfolgen bestimmt ist, die bei Hintanstellung der charakteristischen Flos-
keln (vor allem der Oberstimme) ein Konsonanzgerüst zeigen, das den Forderungen der neuen 
Lehre des "contrapunctus" entspricht, wie sie etwa Petrus dictus Palma Ociosa lehrt. Die 
Ergebnisse einer entsprechenElen Analyse stehen aber im Falle des 'De tout sui si confort6e' 
gegen Tonzuordnungen, wie sie das vorgelegte Beispiel bringt. - So sind die sechs Verse 
im (musikalisch) ersten Teil des Virelais mit der Reimfolge a a b b a b folgendermaßen 
vertont (vgl. den Anfang in Notenbeispiel 22 - die Wiedergabe folgt der Edition Sehrades): 
V. 6 steht - seinem Inhalt entsprechend ("Tant com je vivray") - refrainmäßig für sich. Die 
Verse 2 und 3 sind zusammengefaßt, so daß sich für die Vertonung vor dem letzten Vers 
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vier Abschnitte ergeben: V, 1, 2/3, 4, 5 mit der Reimfolge a, ab, b, a. Dabei entsprechen 
sich die Klangfolgen einerseits von V. 1 und 4 (mit Ausnahme des Anfangsklanges) und ande-
rerseits von 2/3 und 5 (V. 6 bringt nach dem "ouvert"-Schluß von 2/3 bzw. 5 den finalen 
"clos"). Nur sind die Klänge in den Stimmen verschiedentlich vertauscht. Folglich liegt in 
den Takten 9 ff. und 20 ff. die gleiche Folge vor. - Ordnet man nun die Tenortöne einander 
diesen Klangfolgen entsprechend zu, so steht etwa das zweite g in Gushees line 5 unter dem 
e der line 3 und nicht mehr unter dem g der line 4 etc. - Sind aber diese Klangfolgen für 
die Konzeption des Satzes primär, so bedarf die These der Priorität des Tenors einer ent-
sprechenden Differenzierung. 
Lawrence Gushee: 
In gewisser Weise erscheint es mir, als sei dies eine Frage nicht unähnlich jener nach dem 
Sonnen- oder Mondkalender: abhängig davon, was jeweils als feststehend und was als mobil 
angesehen wird. Der Grund, wieso ich in diesem Diagramm die Zeilenanfänge untereinander 
angeordnet habe, lag darin, daß ich eine "Tonfolge" als gegeben ansah; was aber nicht im 
vornherein feststand, waren die Anfänge. Ich dachte, es bestehe eine Korrespondenz, wenn 
Sie so wollen, ein "decalage" zwischen der wiederholten Tonhöhenfolge f e d c oder alter-
nativ c h a g und der Linienstruktur. Aber in diesem Falle geht es nicht um ein einziges 
Beispiel, sondern um ein Überwiegen von Fällen, wo ganz ungleiche Dinge vorkommen. Das 
führt zu Treitlers erster Frage, bei der er nach dem Grad von Bewußtheit fragte. Sicher-
lich werden gewisse Arbeitsmethoden so sehr eine Art zweiter Natur oder Verhaltensweise, 
daß es mtißig ist, nach Prioritäten zu fragen, weil das zumindest zu uninteressanten Frage-
stellungen führt. 
Leo Treitler: 
Ich verstand nie diese Konzentration auf Fragen wie die nach sukzessiver und simultaner 
Konzeption. 
Lawrence Gushee: 
Und im Falle Machauts haben wir eben eine recht lange Reihe von Feststellungen, bei denen 
es entweder heißt, daß wir keine Antwort auf diese Frage geben könnten oder die Priorität 
der Textstruktur festgestellt wird. 
Leo Treitler: 
Man kann aber auch auf andere Weise davon sprechen. Nur wurde eben hier von Prioritäten 
gesprochen und wurden entsprechende Folgerungen gezogen. 
Wulf Arlt: 
Das Beispiel ist unter den vorgelegten als das einfachste gewählt. Und man kann nach mei-
nen Beobachtungen - zwar nicht alle, wohl aber - die meisten Liedsätze Machauts auf ent-
sprechende Klangfolgen reduzieren. 
Lawrence Gushee: 
Wobei ich eben Beispiele unter dem Aspekt der absteigenden Tonfolgen aussuchte, was si-
cher nicht für alle Werke Machauts gilt. 
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